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The second generation of interferometric gravitational wave detectors are quickly approaching their
design sensitivity. For the first time these detectors will become limited by quantum backaction noise.
Several backaction evasion techniques have been proposed to further increase the detector sensitivity. Since
most proposals rely on a flexible readout of the full amplitude- and phase-quadrature space of the output
light field, balanced homodyne detection is generally expected to replace the currently used DC readout.
Up to now, little investigation has been undertaken into how balanced homodyne detection can be
successfully transferred from its ubiquitous application in tabletop quantum optics experiments to large-
scale interferometers with suspended optics. Here we derive implementation requirements with respect to
local-oscillator noise couplings and highlight potential issues with the example of the Glasgow Sagnac
Speed Meter experiment, as well as for a future upgrade to the Advanced LIGO detectors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A century after gravitational waves were first predicted
by Albert Einstein as a result of his general theory of
relativity [1], the worldwide effort to provide the first direct
detection of these waves is still ongoing. The Advanced
LIGO generation of interferometric gravitational wave
detectors has just left its construction stages and is now
being brought to their design sensitivity [2].
Contrary to previous generations, these detectors will be

limited by quantum noise over their whole detection
bandwidth. Above about 50 Hz, shot noise from the photon
statistics will be dominant, while at lower frequencies the
sensitivity will be limited by backaction noise. In antici-
pation of these limitations, several technologies have been
devised over the past years to specifically target and reduce
quantum noise. Squeezed states of light are the most mature
of these technologies and their application in gravitational
wave detectors has been successfully demonstrated in GEO
600 and LIGO [3,4] and intensely studied over the past few
years [5].
To target the full quantum-noise spectrum, squeezing has

to be combined with filter cavities that shape the quantum
correlations such that an optimal backaction suppression is
achieved at each frequency [6]. Furthermore, topologies
such as variational readout have been proposed where also
the quadrature of the detected output light field is adjusted

in a frequency-dependent way [6]. This is an example of a
quantum nondemolition measurement, which theoretically
allows for a backaction noisefree readout [7]. Another
example for such a measurement is the speed meter
configuration, where the velocity of the test masses is
detected instead of their position [8]. It exploits that the
momentum—and the derived quantity velocity—of a free
test mass is conserved, and thus repeated measurements of
the speed do not influence each other. In 2003, Y. Chen
showed that the Sagnac interferometer configuration is a
close approximation of a speed meter [9], and experiments
are now underway to demonstrate the backaction evasion
properties of Sagnac interferometers [10].
In these advanced technologies, it is generally assumed

that the detected field quadrature of the output signal can be
freely adjusted. Only then can the optimal balance between
quantum noise and detected signal be achieved, which is
essential for the goal to surpass the standard quantum limit.
This is, however, not possible with the current DC readout
technique [11,12], which is predominantly sensitive to the
signal quadrature. Balanced homodyne (BHD) detection
[13] would allow for precisely choosing the readout
quadrature [14], and it is a well-proven workhorse for
tabletop experiments throughout quantum optics [15]. It
has been shown to provide shot-noise limited sensitivity
over a wide frequency band from the GHz range [16] down
to the sub-Hz regime [17].
However, attention has only recently turned to the

problem of how to implement a BHD readout in large-
scale interferometers [18]. Here, we investigate the noise
requirements that have to be imposed on such a readout
scheme. In particular, we focus on the case of significant
amounts of carrier light (on the order of a mW) in the
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interferometer output field. This carrier light is introduced
by a contrast defect of the main interferometer (e.g.,
differential losses of the interferometer arms) and, as we
will show below, can lead to significant requirements on
local-oscillator stability.

II. FUNDAMENTALS OF BALANCED
HOMODYNE DETECTION

For the following discussion, a simple review of the
quantum-mechanical description of balanced homodyne
detection is helpful. Following, e.g., [19], we define
the amplitude- and phase-quadrature operators X1 ¼
ðaþ a†Þ=2, X2 ¼ −iða − a†Þ=2, where a is the annihilation
operator for a single-mode optical field. Furthermore, we
set a ¼ αþ δa, which separates the mode’s classical
amplitude α from its quantum fluctuations δa. In a step
that is commonly referred to as linearization, terms of
higher than linear order in the noise are neglected, i.e.,
δaδb → 0.
In balanced homodyne detection, the signal beam b is

overlapped at a 50:50 beam splitter with a strong local-
oscillator (LO) field a as shown in Fig. 1. Without loss of
generality, we can assume their coherent amplitudes α and
β, respectively, to be real, and absorb the relative phase ϕ
between the two fields in a phase factor expðiϕÞ. The
intensity in the two beam-splitter output ports c and d is
then given by

c†c ¼ 1

2
½a†aþ a†be−iϕ þ ab†eiϕ þ b†b� ð1Þ

¼ 1

2
½α2 þ β2 þ 2αβ cosϕþ 2αδXa

1 þ 2βδXb
1

þ 2αδXb
−ϕ þ 2βδXa

ϕ� ð2Þ

and

d†d ¼ 1

2
½α2 þ β2 − 2αβ cosϕþ 2αδXa

1 þ 2βδXb
1

− 2αδXb
−ϕ − 2βδXa

ϕ�: ð3Þ

Here, Xϕ ¼ X1 cosϕþ X2 sinϕ is the quadrature operator
for the quadrature angle ϕ. A more detailed calculation can
be found in Appendix A.
Both output ports c and d are separately detected with

high-efficiency photodetectors and the resulting photo-
currents are subtracted, yielding a detector output that is
proportional to

i− ¼ c†c − d†d ¼ 2αβ cosϕþ 2αδXb
−ϕ þ 2βδXa

ϕ; ð4Þ

with a noise variance of

Δ2i− ¼ 4α2Δ2δXb
−ϕ þ 4β2Δ2δXa

ϕ: ð5Þ

The power in the local oscillator PLO ¼ α2 is chosen to
be much larger than the power in the signal field
Psig ¼ β2,

PLO ≫ Psig: ð6Þ

Therefore, the last term in Eq. (5) can usually be
neglected. The output is then directly proportional to
the signal’s noise in the quadrature Xb

−ϕ, amplified by the
coherent amplitude of the local oscillator. Tuning the
relative phase ϕ between local oscillator and signal allows
for an easily accessible adjustment of the detected
quadrature.
Fulfilling the condition (6) is, however, not sufficient

when the noise variance of the local-oscillator beam is
much higher than the signal’s noise variance. Usually, the
signals that one tries to measure with balanced homodyne
detection are very close to or even below the quantum-
mechanical zero-point fluctuations, i.e.,Δ2δXb

ϕ ≈ ℏω=4. At
the same time, the local oscillator will be orders of
magnitude away from the shot-noise limit due to technical
laser noise, unless the measurement frequencies are well
above the laser’s relaxation oscillation, or else significant
effort has been put into laser stabilization [20]. Therefore,
even tiny amounts of carrier light in the signal field can
amplify the local-oscillator’s noise sufficiently such that it
completely dominates the output of the balanced homodyne
detector. In the following section we will derive require-
ments on the amplitude and phase stability of the local
oscillator, depending on the residual power Psig in the
signal beam.

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of balanced homodyne de-
tection. The signal field is overlapped on a 50:50 beam splitter
with a strong LO. Both beam-splitter outputs are detected with a
high-efficiency photodiode and subtracted from each other. Here,
a direct photocurrent subtraction circuit is shown. The readout
quadrature can be selected by adjusting the relative phase ϕ
between signal and LO field. RTI, transimpedance-gain setting
resistor.
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III. NOISE COUPLING MECHANISMS IN
BALANCED HOMODYNE

DETECTION

A. Amplitude noise

Current DC readout schemes set strong requirements to
the laser amplitude noise level: to provide the local-
oscillator light, the interferometer output port has to operate
at some DC offset, thus sending a fraction of the light from
the laser directly towards the output detector.
Balanced homodyne readout also uses a local oscillator

at the carrier frequency and is thus, in principle, susceptible
to laser amplitude noise. However, this noise is common to
both photodiodes and can thus be subtracted out by careful
balancing of the photocurrents. We can see this behavior
by putting an imbalance term 1 − ε into (4); see also
Appendix B for more details:

i−;ε ¼ c†c − ð1 − εÞd†d ð7Þ

¼ constþ εαδXa
1 þ ð2 − εÞαδXb

−ϕ: ð8Þ

Any difference in, e.g., the beam-splitting ratio and photo-
diode quantum efficiency thus adds noise from the local
oscillator’s amplitude quadrature Xa

1 . In practice, ε can be
made very small and common-mode suppression ratios of
more than 80 dB have been demonstrated [21].
The situation gets worse, however, when the signal field

carries significant DC power, i.e., β ≫ 0. Such a situation
quickly arises due to a small contrast defect of the
interferometer. Here we derive a relative intensity noise
(RIN) requirement for the LO beam as follows. Looking at
the noise variance in the output signal (5), we see that the
noise in the signal field is amplified by the LO carrier, while
noise in the LO field is amplified by the signal carrier.
We set ϕ ¼ 0 as we are only concerned with noise in the
amplitude quadrature for now. The output should be
dominated by the noise in the signal; therefore, we require

4PLOΔ2δXb
1 > 4PsigΔ2δXa

1: ð9Þ

After dividing both sides by PLO × Psig, i.e., the product of
the mean (DC) powers in both signal and LO, this takes on
the form of

RIN2
sig > RIN2

LO; ð10Þ
where

RIN ¼ ΔP
P

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PΔ2δX1

p
P

ð11Þ

is the relative intensity noise of the respective beam.
Finally, for signals at the quantum-noise limit, RINsig is
just the shot-noise limited RIN, RINSN;sig ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ℏω=Psig

p
,

and thus results in the requirement

RINLO <

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ℏω
Psig

s
: ð12Þ

Since balanced homodyne detection requires PLO > Psig,
this inequality is always fulfilled as long as the LO field is
shot noise limited. This is usually not a problem in tabletop
experiments in quantum optics where typical signals occur at
sideband frequencies of several MHz, well away from
technical noise sources such as the laser’s relaxation oscil-
lation. For signals in the audio band, however, it is much
more difficult to get close to a shot-noise limited RIN [20] so
that the condition (12) can pose a challenging requirement.

B. Local-oscillator path-length stability

Let us now address phase noise within the local-
oscillator beam. In particular, since the LO and signal
beams will have to travel along spatially separate paths for
at least some distance, we will derive a requirement for the
differential length fluctuations between these two paths.
Again, from Eq. (5) we get the requirement that

PsigΔ2XLO
2 < PLOΔ2Xsig

2 ≈ PLO
ℏω
4

; ð13Þ

such that the BHD output is not limited by excess noise on
the LO beam. In the last step, we assumed a signal that is
close to the vacuum noise, i.e., Δ2Xsig

2 ≈ ℏω=4. If a
(suspended) mirror in the LO path moves by a distance
Δx, the corresponding signal in the phase quadrature is
given by [22]

XLO
2 ¼ 2ω

c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PLO

p
Δx: ð14Þ

Inserting this into (13) leads to

Psig
4ω2PLO

c2
Δ2x < PLO

ℏω
4

ð15Þ

and thus

Δ2x <
ℏc2

16Psigω
; ð16Þ

which is, perhaps surprisingly, independent of PLO.
Equivalently, we get the requirement for the single-sided
displacement spectral density

~xðfÞ <
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏc2

8ωPsig

s
≈ 8.2 × 10−16 m=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
×

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 mW
Psig

s

ð17Þ

assuming a carrier frequency of ω ¼ 2πc=1064 nm. This
requirement is flat over the whole frequency range that is of
interest for the measurement. It is shown as a function of
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Psig in Fig. 2, together with the results of a Finesse [23]
simulation for this setup.
To verify this, we set up a small BHDexperiment inwhich

additional phase noise was injected into the local-oscillator
path. The local-oscillator power was set to 0.55 mW
(equivalent to 4.12 VDC on each photodiode). We injected
a small amount of laser light into the signal beam,measuring
less than 3 μWor about a factor of 180 below the LO power
level. The beat signal between LO and signal fields was used
as an error signal to stabilize the BHD readout to the phase
quadrature via a piezo-electric actuator (PZT) -mounted

mirror in the LO path. The resulting output noise spectrum
was recorded with a spectrum analyzer. Figure 3 shows the
spectrum (in blue) obtained for no additional phase noise,
normalized such that the shot-noise level is at 1. In the next
step, white noisewith an amplitude of 100 mVpp was added
into the PZTdrive voltage, giving the green trace. The trace’s
slope can be attributed to the declining transfer function of
the PZT and its high-voltage amplifier. The excess phase
noise on the LO is clearly visible. After further attenuating
the signal beam with a neutral density filter with trans-
mission T ≈ 10%, the excess phase noise is significantly
reduced (orange trace), which demonstrates that it scales
with the signal power. Indeed, scaling the green curve withffiffiffiffi
T

p
(and taking the shot-noise contribution into account)

results in the dashed grey curve, which closely fits the
orange curve.

IV. BALANCED HOMODYNE READOUT
IN ADVANCED LIGO

As we have seen in Sec. I, balanced homodyne detection
is a vital prerequisite for many quantum-noise reduction
techniques. In addition, balanced homodyne readout offers
the possibility to reduce technical noise limitations, such as
photodiode detection noise and scattered light as we will
discuss in the following paragraph.
In a foreseen upgrade to the Advanced LIGO gravita-

tional wave detectors, frequency-dependent squeezed light
will be used to improve the detectors’ quantum-noise
limited sensitivity [25]. The optimal balanced homodyne
readout quadrature will then depend on both static and
dynamic parameters of the interferometer, such as laser
power, squeezing angle and filter cavity line width [26].
Indeed, the quadrature will also depend quite strongly on
the chosen detection scenario which defines the optimal
sensitivity; see, e.g., [27] for a discussion. As balanced
homodyne detection provides the ability to finely tune the
detected output quadrature, it would be the ideal readout
tool in future detector upgrades and optimizations.
In addition, as Fritschel et al. [18] have pointed out, it will

be increasingly difficult to maintain the sufficient noise
margin between the photodiode electronic noise and the
shot noise for high levels of squeezing. This margin is
directly related to the DC voltage level after the photodiode
transimpedance amplifier. In the presence of squeezing
levels of about 10 dB, challenging voltage levels exceeding
50 VDC will be encountered. Balanced homodyne detection
would help in that the large DC offset can be directly
subtracted before reaching the transimpedance amplifier
stage [28]. Further technical benefits of balanced homodyne
readout are connected to the reduction of light in the output
port, because the dark-fringe offset that is necessary for DC
readout can be eliminated. This would help mitigating
scattered light noise which originates from the output optics
[29], as well as reducing first-order coupling of beam-
pointing noise on differential-wavefront sensors [30].
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The DC signal power in Michelson-type interferometers
such as Advanced LIGO is the result of two different
processes; see Fig. 4. First, the light recombining at the
main beam splitter can be offset in phase by slightly
detuning the length of one of the interferometer arms.
This dark-fringe offset leads to light in the gravitational
wave signal’s quadrature. Second, the recombining light
can have a mismatch in amplitude, leading to some leakage
light in the output field which is in the orthogonal
quadrature to the gravitational wave signal. In total, this
leads to a DC signal field in the output port that is oriented
in some mixed quadrature orientation and both amplitude-
and phase-quadrature noise couplings as discussed above
have to be considered.
In Advanced LIGO, a local oscillator could be obtained

from one of the beams that are reflected at the main beam-
splitter antireflective coating [18]. The interferometer main
laser is already amplitude stabilized to a very high degree
[31], in addition to being frequency stabilized and filtered
by the 4 km-long power-recycling cavity. Thus, it should
not be a problem to satisfy Eq. (12) for any remaining DC
signal power that can reasonably be expected to occur in the
interferometer output port.
The path-length stability from Eq. (17) sets a require-

ment on the suspension and control of any auxiliary optic

that is not common to both local oscillator and signal path.
Assuming that the signal DC power can be kept below
1 mW, a displacement stability of about 1 × 10−15 m=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
would need to be achieved. This is beyond the capabilities
of simple auxiliary suspensions, but within the require-
ments for, e.g., the input mode-cleaner suspensions [32].

V. BALANCED HOMODYNE READOUT IN THE
GLASGOW SAGNAC SPEED METER

The Glasgow Sagnac Speed Meter Experiment [10] is a
small-scale experiment with the goal of showing quantum
backaction noise suppression in the Sagnac configuration
[9], i.e., to demonstrate the feasibility of the speed meter
concept for gravitational wave detectors. To achieve this
goal, the experiment must be strongly dominated by
radiation pressure forces at the frequencies of interest.
This will be achieved by using light mirrors (≈1 g),
suspended from multistage pendulums, in combination
with high laser powers (several kilowatts inside high-
finesse cavities).
For an ideal Sagnac interferometer, the output port stays

at a dark fringe independent of any difference in the lengths
of the two arms. Therefore, the Sagnac interferometer is
unsuitable for the DC readout scheme used in Michelson
interferometers, where a small arm-length difference is
introduced to generate the required local oscillator [33].
Instead, the Sagnac interferometer is an obvious candidate
for balanced homodyne readout with an externally supplied
local oscillator.
Since every optic inside a Sagnac interferometer is seen by

both the clockwise and counterclockwise beam, any loss in
the two interferometer arms will equally appear in both
propagation directions. Therefore, a loss mismatch between,
e.g., the arm cavities will not lead to light in the output
port—it will, however, affect the Sagnac speed meter’s
quantum-noise limited sensitivity [34]. Instead, and contrary
to the Michelson interferometer, an asymmetry in the
splitting ratio of the main 50:50 beam splitter will lead to
light coupling into the output port, see Fig. 5: one propa-
gation direction undergoes two reflections at this beam
splitter, while the other undergoes two transmissions. For
a mismatch in power reflectivity δ ¼ R − 0.5, the resulting
power at the Sagnac output scales as 4Pinδ

2. Another
coupling mechanism exists in the polarizing Sagnac inter-
ferometer topology, where insufficient separation between
the two polarizations causes light to appear in the output
port, as shown in [33].
In Fig. 6, we show RIN requirements for the local-

oscillator beam in the Glasgow Sagnac experiment, for
different levels of beam-splitter asymmetry. Using the
design parameters of this experiment, the expected power
in the output port is Psig ≈ 5.2 W× δ2. Since the readout
quadrature is set to the signal quadrature (to within �2°),
the requirements at high frequencies are relaxed by about 1
order of magnitude compared to Eq. (12), which gives the

FIG. 4 (color online). Illustration of fields in the output port of a
Michelson interferometer after recombination of the fields in the
x arm and y arm. The externally supplied local oscillator (red) is
chosen to be aligned to the gravitational wave signal’s quadrature
(blue). A slight detuning of one of the arms leads to a dark-fringe
offset (green), corresponding to additional light in the signal
quadrature which will amplify the LO’s amplitude fluctuations. In
contrast, an imbalance of the arms will result in additional light in
the orthogonal quadrature (orange), and thus amplifies phase
fluctuations of the local oscillator.
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requirements for a readout of the orthogonal quadrature.
Towards lower frequencies, the overall quantum noise in
the output port rises strongly [34] and so a higher level of
local-oscillator noise can be tolerated before it becomes
dominant. We can therefore conclude that for the Glasgow
Sagnac Speed Meter, the local oscillator does not have to

be amplitude stabilized beyond what is needed for the
main laser.
In terms of path stability, we assume that a beam-

splitting imbalance of �0.2% is achievable. This would
result in about 20 μW DC signal power. According to
Eq. (17) this leads to a displacement noise requirement of
< 5.8 × 10−14 m=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
in the detection band from 100 to

1000 Hz. We believe this is within the capabilities of our
auxiliary beam steering suspensions, which we designed
to achieve a horizontal displacement noise of about
1 × 10−15 m=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
at 100 Hz.

VI. SUMMARY

Novel aspects of quantum-noise reduction techniques in
advanced gravitational wave detectors rely on a robust
method for detecting arbitrary quadratures of the interfer-
ometer output field. Here we have investigated the chal-
lenges that arise when balanced homodyne readout is
introduced to these detectors. In particular, we derived
requirements for the amplitude noise and path-length
stability of the local-oscillator field. We found that residual
power in the signal path, caused by a contrast defect of the
main interferometer, is the main driver of these require-
ments. We verified this result in a tabletop experiment,
where we introduced additional phase noise in the local-
oscillator path. Within the examples of Advanced LIGO
and the Glasgow Sagnac Speed Meter we showed that the
derived requirements are manageable with current technol-
ogy and do not exclude the application of balanced
homodyne readout in gravitational wave detectors.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED CALCULATION OF
BALANCED HOMODYNE DETECTION

Let us denote the two fields impinging onto the 50:50
beam splitter with a and b. The relative phase between the
two fields shall be ϕ, which we write as an explicit phase
a → aeiϕ. The two output fields c and d are then given by

c ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðaeiϕ þ bÞ ðA1Þ

d ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p ð−aeiϕ þ bÞ: ðA2Þ

FIG. 5 (color online). Fields in the output port of a Sagnac
interferometer, where the clockwise (cw) and counterclockwise
(ccw) beams interfere destructively. The signal quadrature (blue)
is readout with the help of an externally supplied local oscillator
(red). An imbalance in the splitting ratio of the main beam splitter
leads to light power in the orthogonal quadrature (orange).
Contrary to the Michelson interferometer, there cannot be a
static detuning of only one one of the two beams and so there is
no DC field in the signal quadrature.
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The light power in each output field is proportional to
the number operators c†c and d†d, respectively. These are
given by

c†c ¼ 1

2
½ða†e−iϕ þ b†Þðaeiϕ þ bÞ� ðA3Þ

¼ 1

2
½a†aþ b†bþ a†be−iϕ þ ab†eiϕ� ðA4Þ

and

d†d ¼ 1

2
½ð−a†e−iϕ þ b†Þð−aeiϕ þ bÞ� ðA5Þ

¼ 1

2
½a†aþ b†b − a†be−iϕ − ab†eiϕ�: ðA6Þ

We now decompose the operators into a classical amplitude
and the quantum-mechanical fluctuations, a ¼ αþ δa.
Furthermore, we linearize the equations such that terms
that are quadratic in the noise vanish, δaδb → 0. With this,
Eq. (A4) becomes

c†c ¼ 1

2

�
α2 þ αðδaþ δa†|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

2δXa
1

þ δbe−iϕ þ δb†eiϕ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
2δXb

−ϕ

Þ ðA7Þ

þ β2 þ βðδbþ δb†|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
2δXb

1

þ δaeiϕ þ δa†e−iϕ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
2δXa

ϕ

Þ ðA8Þ

þ αβeiϕ þ αβe−iϕ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
2αβ cosϕ

�
ðA9Þ

¼ 1

2
½α2 þ β2 þ 2αβ cosϕþ 2αδXa

1 þ 2βδXb
1

ðA10Þ

þ 2αδXb
−ϕ þ 2βδXa

ϕ�: ðA11Þ

Similarly, Eq. (A6) becomes

d†d ¼ 1

2
½α2 þ β2 − 2αβ cosϕþ 2αδXa

1 ðA12Þ

þ 2βδXb
1 − 2αδXb

−ϕ − 2βδXa
ϕ�: ðA13Þ

The difference in photocurrents is therefore proportional to

i− ¼ c†c − d†d ¼ 2αβ cosϕþ 2αδXb
−ϕ þ 2βδXa

ϕ; ðA14Þ

with a noise variance of

Δ2i− ¼ 4α2Δ2δXb
−ϕ þ 4β2Δ2δXa

ϕ: ðA15Þ

APPENDIX B: IMBALANCED SUBTRACTION

We can model the effects of a nonideal common-mode
rejection ratio by an imperfect subtraction in Eq. (A14), i.e.,
by writing

i−;ϵ ¼ c†c − ð1 − ϵÞd†d ðB1Þ

¼ constþ ϵðαδXa
1 þ βδXb

1Þ ðB2Þ

þ ð2 − ϵÞðαδXb
−ϕ þ βδXa

ϕÞ: ðB3Þ

Comparing this result to Eq. (A14), we see that an addi-
tional noise term proportional to the amplitude noise δX1 in
the two beams is introduced. Since α ≫ β and often also
Δ2δXa

1 ≫ Δ2δXb
1 , the contribution from the local oscillator

a will be dominating.
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